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By %obert T. Jones 

It is pointed out that, in the case of an airfoil 
of infinite aspect ratio moving at an angle of .sldesli>, 
the pressure distribution is determined solely by that 
com_aonent of the motion in a direction normal to the 
leading edge. It folloxs thst the attaclil;lent of plane 
waves to the airfoiL at near-sonic or supersonic speeds 
(Ackeret theory) may be avoided and t2ie pressure drag 

may be reduced by the us6 of plan forms in which the 
aagle of sweepback is greater than the 3ach angle. 

The analysis indicates tLat 2or aerodynamic .eff‘i- 
ciency, wings designe'd for flight at eqsersontc s?esds 
should be swept back at an an&e greater tLb;l the Kach 
andle aizd the an&e of sweepback should be such that the 
component of velocity normal'to the leading edge is less 
than the critical agedd of the aLrfoil.sections. ?his 
principle may also bs -plied to i~;lin&~ fde,si;;ned for sub- 
sonic speeds near ths speed of sound,.for ;:hich tile 
induced velocities resultsng froxt th6 thickness might 
otherwise be sufffc5cntly great to cause,ahock xaves. 

The theory of- potential floxs wit1 small disturb- 
ances is particularly suited for application to aero-. 
nautical probletis because the assumptions of small . 
disturbances and isentropic flows on w~~i%ch tkis theory iS 
based agree with.:the rerquirements for efficient flight. 
Theories of large disturbances, -which deal witli tile 
formation of shock waves, are of lesser practical %Iterest 
since such theories describe the losses of energy and 
the large drags associated wtth unsuitable forms:. ., ) 

At subsonic speeds the assumption of small disturb- 
ances leads to Lx r:ell-l>xown thin-airfoil theor:: and 



the Prandtl-Glauert rule (refersnces 1 and 2); Whereas 
at. supersonic velocities.%his. assumption leads to the 
Aclrerat theory (reference 3), according to Which the Wi?? 
sections generate plan6 sound Waves of' small smglitude. 
The assumption of. smali disturbances, although mathe- 
matically valid q--n the limiting case, does not, of CcIL?rsO, 
insure that such a condition vrill .exlst with an actual 
body of finite thickness. Fortunats';y, experiments have 
been made that SLOW in a goner& way the limits of appii- 
cability of this assumption. Of particular interest are 
the experiments of Ferri (reference 4) and Stanton 
(reference 5). 

At pressnt both the experiments. and the theory have 
been restricted primarily to t'ne two-dimensional fiOW 
caused by motion of the wing-at right angles to its long 
axis. For this case th6 t?xory shows a radical change 
in the properties of the wing on t.ransition fro;,1 subsonic 
to supersonic spoeds. At subsonic speeds the air flows 
CKOOthILy over the Wing section and no pressure drag 
arises c At an,?;les of at,tack a suction force is developed 
nn tile nose of"the airfo.il of .suf'fic~Eont mai:ni'tude to 3 
hrinq the resultant air force forvrard relative to the 
chord axis to a position nearly at right angles to the 
relative Wind. A3 soon as the speed of sound is exceeded, 
howOver, the nature of the flow ChanGes and these fnvor- 
able character%stics disappear. Instcad.there arise a 
ibessure drag proportion& to the square of the thiclaless 
and an additional.'dra;; equal to the lzft tltmes th.6 angle 
of at-tack. Thetic'adverse effects are associated witi: the 
forfiat;ion of plane sound waves by the airfoil. Prcdic- 
tions Of the t:;eory are borne out by experiments in 
supersonic wind tuxlels. 

I 

The purpose of the present report fs to Sf;ow bow _ 
the adverse effects of high speed r~ay bo minimilzed by 
tiio use of a r6latively large angle of .swe6pbs\Ck, so 
that the type of flow described. in the Ackerat theory no- 
longor 0ccur.s. Certain effects of swoepbac!:.have, of 
cowse, b66n 'kZtlOVm fur some time (r6f6r6nC6S 6 to 9). 
Ktissner (reference 8) mentions compressibility efi'ects - 'm 
of sW6epback at subsonic speeds, .guscn~ann (reference 3) 
considers the sffect of sweepback at'su:~ersonis speeds 
and points out that the drag associated WLth flows of 
the i'Lcka)let type may ba reduced by'the use of swacpback. 

I 

,Busemann does not; howev6r, consider an~lss of sweapback 
greater the.n the Izach angle, Which result Ln a different 
t;vp6 Of flow: ' 



angle of attack 

angle of sldeslip or sweepback 

velocity components along x, g, z 

coordinates , *_ : . 
--. . ', . ..f -L, 

J, ; . : c _. - --.- - '. : 

tk;ickness , 

velocity of flight 

disturbance-+elocity potential 

lift 

*w . 

lift coefficient 

drag coefficient' : _ -- . . . - 

Kach number . 
local pressure cl2ffere.Ece 
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dynamic pressure 

spanwise-lod.atibn para2neter ( co3 -1 z 
b/2 > 

TEZOEY OF WING AT f'C?.P!GLE OF $IDXSLIP 

The prjlilsxg effects -of sweegback may be illustrated 
by considering -E&I problem of a 13% and tigproxtiately 
cylindrical airf'bi.2. &t ~ul an@e af srdesri$. -no such 



alrf'oils may then be combined (with due al1oma.x~ 'for 
their interference) to give a swept-back plan form. , 

First consider the airfoil with its long axis 
parallel to the X-axis and with the relative wind at an 
=%le F to the coordinate system as fn fitire 1. By 
following equation (9a) of reference 2 the differential 
equation of the flow may be written 

The Prandtl-Glauert rule follows from the assump- 
t-on that only the velocity component u is comparable 
to the velocity of sound. In the present example both u 
and v, since they contain components of the flight 
vbl@citg, are of the order ofmagnltude of the sound 
velocity c. On the other hand, if the flow patterns in 
planes perpendicular. to the lcng axis of the v:irg sre. 
similar (two-dimensional flow), the terms ~U/?JX and 
0V/& vanish, 

If small velocity disturbances are assumsd ?. the 

term w/c may be neglected and theterm 1 ~_.e nay 
C2 

be replaced by 1 - vfhere v co9 p is the 

component of the flight velocity in the direction normal- 
to the long axis of' the mfng. $7 usi.ng this relation 
and FntroducinS the disturbance potential $,.there is 
obtained ..~/. _ .- 

[ 
l- ( v COB p 

C )I 2 se, +&Lo ay’ az2 (21 

It is important to note that the derivation of this 
equation involves no restriction on the flight velocity V, I 
dlich may be subsonfc or sup.ersonic. The restrjction is 
that the disturbance.velocities 
small relative to c. 

$f/by &Id -d$/az be I 1 .- 



If V cos (3 is less thm tke sound velocity c, 
t?Le substitution 

yields Laplacers equation 

and It follons that the flow patterns are sInilzr to 
those OC.CWT* in an iticozq~essible flx5d extent for an 
increase of the pressrpes ti t?re ratio 

P 

If V cos @ is greater t&ax c, the SxbstLtutioti 

regults in the hnerbolic equatio,r 

which 13 the basis of the %keret theory. 

The derivation of equations (,!+I and (6) is actually 
a specral case of a mom general statement, namely, that 



the..component of translation of a cylindrical bo3y in - 
tile direction of its long &xis has no efTec-Z on the 
mytion of a frictionless fluid. In the case of a wing 
of constant section moving throu& still f-luid, the flow 
is determined by the normal component3 of velocity of 
Its solid boundarios and,thes-e components in turn are 
completely specified .b::-.- the componen-t of mot-&on in planes 
perpendicular to the axis v co3 .p* Xkien the normal 
component of velocity v- cos- p is less thanAsonic, then 
the wing-section flows are determined..by solutions of 
LaplaceIs equation. As is well known, these flows show 
no pressure .drag due to thic!>ness of the airfoil, On 
the other hand, if the norlnal component exceed3 the 
velocity of sound, the flow patterns are of a different 
type and are-characterized by plane sound waves. In 
this case a ylreasurc drag arisas and the suction force 
at the leading edge disappear?s (fig.,2(a)). 

A physical explanation of the occurrence of' smooth 
flow pattenls and pressure djstrib:Jtions at s-u:>arsonic 
velocties is a3 follows: u’ V is ;+ater than c 
but v co9 (3 is less, then the &ngle of side-slip or 
swee,$back is greater than tii Mach ankle (3ee fiz. 2(b)) 
and the airfoil will -128 .behind the characteristic lines 
along which pressure influences are transmitt.ed (Liach 
lines). Thv. s , although the fluid directly upstrearl from 
a given section can receive. no pressure signal ZPOm this 
section, the flow behaves as though It did receive such 
signals because of the successive -influence of similar 
sections fartiler upstream along the airfoil.. The stroam- 
lines will thus be caused to curve and follo:~ saths 
appropriate t0 a SUbSOniC flow, althoU&i the Speed is 
everywhere supersonic. *. 

E'igure 3 illustrates the effect of sweepback on the 
change -k? cross section of a stream tube passing near 
the upper surface of a cWbered airfoil. As is ml1 
known, the equations of fluid moti.on.shon a reduction in 
the area of a stresm tube in the region of increased 
velocity above the airfoil when the velocity of flight 
is subsonic but show an increase in tLe cross- section 
when the velocity of flight is- supersonic. Tn figure 3 
the component normal to the leading edge V co9 F is 
subsonic and hence in section view the streamlines, 
following the pattern for subsonic velocities;appear.to-- 
contract as they flow over tile upper surface. In plan 
view, however, the resolution of velocities shows that 
the f'low lfnes bend as they pass over the wing in such 

c 
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a way as to increase the stream-tube arear In case the 
velocity of flight is supersonic, the latter effect must 
predominate, as is required by the equations of motion. 

The order of magnitude of the pressure-drag' coeffi- 
cient and its variation with angle of sweepback are indi- 
cated by figure 4. The calculations were made by applying 
the Ackeret theory and formulas (4) and (5) to a wing of 
infinite aspect ratio. A simple biconvex wing section 
was assumed and the angle of attack was varied so as to 
maintain a constant lift coefficient of 0.5. The calcu- 
lations were made for a Mach number of'l.4, with the 
result that at 45O'the angle of sweepback becomes equal 
to the Mach angle-and the factor 

1 

becomes infinite. At this point the pressure drag due 
to thickness becomes infinite and the drag due to angle 
of attack (shown by the curve marked t - = 0) vanishes. C 

In the c+e of a wing of finite aspect ratio, it 
seems probable that in the regions of t%e center section 
and the tips pressure drags of th6 same order as those 
indicated for these sections by the Ackeret theory will 
appear. 'If the %ing is of sufficiently Lhigh aspect 
ratio, hcwever, th6 fraction of t'ne wing area affected 
will be negligible and the pressure drag will be nearly . 
that given infigure 4. Th6 other drags involved are: 
(1) skin-friction'drag, which may be of the order of 
0.01, and (2) induced drag, which for an aspect ratio 
of 8 is also about 0.01. 

WINGS OF FI-HITZI SPAK AND THICKNESS 

Schlichtu (reference 10) proposes a trapezoidal 
plan form with tips cut away at the LIach angle as the 
ideal supersonic wing, since in this case the wake has 
no influence on the lifting surface and the draz is no - 
seater than that of a wing of‘,infinite span. In the 

* . . 



plan forms proposed by Schlichtin;;, ho?-ever, the resultant 
force remains at right angles to the chord; hence the 
prossure~drag is equal to the 1if.t. tixes the--arqlc of 
attack. Viith this type of l"rorv there is no favorab18 
6ffect of aspect ratio. 

It is interacting to note that a favorable inter- 
ference may be obtained-by separatEn$ the wing into lifting 
elements and staggering the elements.in a rearward diroc- 
tion behirid tha Xach lines as infigure 5. In the stag- 
gered arra?eme.;lt the upflow outside the vortices trailing 
from element Awill be effective at the position of B 
and, although the lift of each element is at right angles 
to its chord, the upflow permits the wle of attack of 
element B to be reduce.d for tie saci lift and IMnce the' 
lift-drag ratio will be ixgrovcd. 

According to Wnkts stcEg:er theorem (reference 11) 
tlxe over-all d5ag of e lifting system in an incoiqres- 
srble flow would not be altared by changing the rslative 
;;ositions of the lifting elements along the direction of 
flight. In the ty--e of flov; considered by Mu&, thcre- 
fore, a reduction in the drag of' Clement B, caused b-j 
moving f-t into a i>osition-of grcatsr uynash (that is, 
movun;g it batikxard relative to_+);- wouILd.bs compr.satcd 
bp an equal increase in tl;le dra;; of element ii, resultii~ 
from th8 10~s .of upltiash &t A. (See .fi,g..?.) In super- 
SOniC flow, l:oWevBr, this raciprocti TelatfOn does.not 
CxLst su~ce a-Lifting element ca31 produce no u~wash ahead 
of its Mach CDI~D. Lifting elements spaced at right angles 
to tL8 directian of f'li,ght t?lorefore'havo no. favorable 
interference and it is evident-that th8 lift-drag ratio 
cannot be improved msrolg by increasing tho aspect ratio- 
of the lifting system. Favorable interference can be 
obtained only by arranging the lifting eIertents behind 
the each lines, a.a khown in fI.Lare 5. 

*Further analpi& is needed to deterrko the flow 

4 

c 

near the centarsection of-the swept-back wing because 
in tltis re,$on the flax Will not remain two-dimensidnal, 
as has been assumed; De;Jarturcs .from cylindrical flow 
caused by the tips will be s,mall since their inflU6nCc 
cannot extend forward of the Mach lines drawn from the 
points at which these departures originate in the plan 
fO3?ifi. AS pointed out by DuseLIann and Schlichting 
(refc3rences 9 and LO), cylindrical flow may be prcssrvod 
right up to.the tips by cutting them ofi' along the Fach 
lines. (See fig. 6.) 



At large an!!h s of sweenback the flow near the 
vc$tex 1s e*Tocted-to be sI&lar to that over the ioc- 
aspect-rat10 triangular ?ArfoLl discussed in reference 

9 

12. 
Eigxre 7 sho3s the 1ift:diStributiOn obtained.in refer- 
exe 12 and shows qualitatively tI?e type of eproxima- 
tion Involved. 1 ., 

Finite thickness Is expected to result ti a pres- 
m-a-e drag OII those sec'cions -ne'%- the cezter of the wins 
and further-study is also required to establish tZie flo:v 
due to thickness In tSs reqfon. Sozie insight into the 
problem of flow near tie'.center~ssction zag be furnished 
by the -known solutions .Por supersonic floi;' in three 
dimensions (reference 13). FinAte thic~kness may also 
cause pressure draq in re,oions xhcre the flo:~ is two- 
dimensional Zf tlia induced velocities are great enough 
to cause shock waves. This effect may be ava5ded by 
increasln.3 the angle of sweeTback so that t&e normal 
component of Velocity Cot only 1s su~sonZ.c~3u~ is less 
than the critical steed of .t:ie airrioil sections. ,. This 
principle ma7 ais. be a@~lied'to Sings desi*ed for sub- 
sonic speeds near the srjeed of sound. 

Langley 'Xemorlal Aoronautica?. Laboratory 
Zational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Zfeld, Va., June 23, 1$!,5 -- 
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Fig. 1 
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Figure 1.0 Plan view of airfoil shquing axes used in equation (1). 
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Figure 2.- Effect OF Mgle on pressure distribution. 
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Figure 3.- change in area of atrem tube over upper surface of mept-baok ring. 
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Figure 4.- Variation of pressure drag with angle of sweepback for 
infinite aspect ratio. Id = 1.4; CL = 0.5. 
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Figure 5.- Staggered lifting elements in supersonic flow. 
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Figme 6.0 Wing with tips cut away along the Mach lines. 
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Figure 7.- APPFotiate dietrlbution Of lirt near vertex of ping With large angle 00 eweepbmk. 2 
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